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Striking Competition
18th May 2019

Stanford-le-Hope

Saturday 18th May is the District Striking Competition at Stanford-le-Hope (SS17 0BY).
The draw will be at 5pm.
The local ringers will provide drinks of tea and coffee, and you are asked to bring
your own picnic for your tea.
If you are entering a band for the competition please let Beth know, along with the list of
ringers if possible (you will be able to amend this list on the day).
We hope to see as many of you as possible on May 18th, please consider entering a band!
(Note that the final is on July 13th at Eastwood.)
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Get in touch
https://eacr.org.uk/
Essexbells
Southern District - EACR

Southern District Officers
for 2019
MASTER Nigel Taylor
(Downham)
Tel; 01268 783792
Mob; 07825 810847
s-district-master@eacr.org.uk

DEPUTY MASTER Steve Nash
(Fobbing & Langdon Hills)
Tel; 01268 490061
s-district-deputymaster@eacr.org.uk

SECRETARY Beth Johnson
(Shenfield)
Tel;
bethjohnson6710@gmail.com

TREASURER Anne Porter
(Prittlewell)

Teaching from
Rounds to
Plain Hunt
Tutors: Gill Hughes and
David Sparling
Unusually our ART course was being run as part of the Essex
Ringing Course so we started at Honeywell School with a
theory lesson, when Gill reminded us of the core ART
disciplines of building up instruction in small steps and the
importance of clear explanations and effective feedback. All in
our group had experience of teaching in their own towers.
The day’s practical sessions were at Felsted where we rang on
their simulator. The exercises here were designed to bring our
learner from bell handling to ringing successfully with their
band. We talked of basics like being able to move their hands
up and down on the tail end to ring quicker and slower, to
recognise their bell in the ringing – possibly using nursery
rhymes or familiar sentences to pick out their own bell – and
we did a clapping and sniffing (yes!) scheme to develop the
correct pace for leading. Other exercises were whole pull and
stand, standing all the bells apart from the tenor then coming
back into rounds again. These are all ‘new’ ideas, different to
the traditional path to plain hunt, but designed to keep a band
interested and motivated while gaining important key skills.
Kaleidoscope ringing came after lunch, these exercises are
designed to take a learner in small accurate steps towards call
changes – rather than making the huge jump from rounds.
One idea is ‘Big change, Little change’ (changing 12,34 and
56, then 23, 45), it was interesting to see how these changes,
when run together, build the skill of three blow plain hunt. Two
other exercises, new to me, were Swicheroo and Crash and
Gap. I was very glad we were on a simulator! Finally we
worked on ringing Bastow Minimus and Bastow Doubles so a
learner on the treble could start developing rope sight.
All the exercises were fun and skills based, and intriguing to
many of us who had been ringing on the traditional path for
many years. Each exercise had a specific reason for being
employed. There is certainly no excuse for practices not being
varied and lively once you’ve done this course.
Despite so many ideas to try, David and Ruth encouraged us
to spend time in one-to-one sessions with a learner, looking
closely at their handling and bell control. By the end of the
second day, we were delighted to see ‘our learners’ able to
achieve an acceptable Mexican Wave. Well done all!

Tel; 01702 582881
s-district-treasurer@eacr.org.uk

EDUCATION OFFICER Steve Nash
(Fobbing & Langdon Hills)
Tel; 01268 490061
stevejnash@yahoo.co.uk

M2F and Foundation Skills students with David Sparling,
our tutor, outside Willingale
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Listen and Strike Workshop 30th March 2019 at Writtle and Shenfield
Our Workshop leader was Ruth Suggett and we started the day at Writtle where we were able to
use the simulator, which was of great interest to the students as several of them had never rung
on a simulator before.
Ruth started by saying we shouldn’t expect to suddenly hear everything
perfectly but that listening is an important component of becoming a
good ringer and one that you have to work on to gradually improve –
just like the rest of your ringing. She showed the picture here of the
three-legged stool to help us think about how these three elements of
ringing need to work in harmony, or your stool falls over!
One of the first exercises was to work out when the bell strikes
compared to where the rope is travelling and we nearly all thought the
bell struck sooner than it did. Next we paired up with a ‘Critical Friend’
and took turns ringing-and-listening and watching-and-listening. We did
various exercises to break our reliance on looking at the bell in front and
practicing listening to where our bell was ringing, from ringing at
alternate strokes to turning to face out of the circle.
Everyone enjoyed these exercises and even when Ruth offered us the option of turning back to
face into the circle most people wanted to carry on trying to ring by listening. After a quick coffee
break we split into two groups, one working in the tower on the simulator, ringing their one bell and
seeing how accurately they could strike, and the other listening to a set of recordings of ringing
errors and picking out the offending bells. We also had to work out if the error was at hand, back or
both strokes.
We broke for lunch and then moved on to ring on the open bells at Shenfield (where most of the
delegates were from). We practiced Mexican Wave and Big Change, Little Change, so we could
work on hearing our bells making these regular movements. The day finished at about 4pm.

Our group was made up of juniors from 10yrs old, to seniors who had been ringing for over 50
years, to those who had only been ringing for 3 or 4. Ruth created a very clever compendium of
lessons and exercises to suit all experience levels while keeping it understandable and fun.
Some quotes from the attendees:
“I came away with a much better understanding of how to
hear my own bell, and a mass of ideas for my own tower.”
“Inspirational.”
“Very helpful workshop. I now understand why it’s so
important not to ring with bent arms!”
“I thought the whole really helpful, just to be able to tell hand
from back stroke was an LED moment.”
“Brilliant day.”
“This day was so good for everyone from real beginners right
up to experienced ringers.”
A big thank you to Ruth for being our leader, and to Christina, Andrew and Andy for allowing us to
use the Writtle equipment.
Beth Johnson
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Quarter Peal Day
With-a-Difference
Success!
Ingrave hosted our
fifth Quarter Peal
Day with-adifference on
Saturday 27th April
where 23 district
ringers took part in
the most successful
of these events to
date. All six
quarters were
scored of which a
number of ‘firsts’
were also achieved.

New for this year
were ‘Bob’ and
‘Sally’, our Ringers
and Towers random
draw containers.
Baby Bob’s and
Sally’s were, of
course, provided
throughout the day
for stamina, brain
power and
encouragement!

Following the morning draws we dispersed to our respective towers, Ingrave, Shenfield and
North Ockendon, to ring three very decent quarters and achieving a first of minor for Emily
Brooks and a most methods for William Beech.

Ingrave, 42 mins
1260 Plain Bob Doubles
Emily Willson
Barbara Leigh
Beth Johnson (C)
Julia Taylor
John Cousins
Chris Bailey
Welcome Tony Lowe (Rayleigh)
back to ringing.

North Ockendon, 44 mins
1260 Doubles (11m)
60 of Grandsire, 120 each of
Reverse Canterbury,
Winchendon Place, St Nicholas,
Huntley Place, St Remigius, St
Martin's, St Simon's, St Osmund,
Eynesbury, Plain Bob.
David Sloman
John Harpole
William Beech
Stephen Halliwell
Stephen Nash (C)
Michael Warren
Most methods: 3
82nd birthday compliment
today to Brian Beech, a local
ringer.

Shenfield, 40 mins
1260 Plain Bob Minor
Emily Brooks
Penny Sloman
Nigel Taylor
Alwyn Brock
Paul Cammiade (C)
Andrew Beech
First of Minor: 1
To celebrate the wedding

Ringers returned to the Ingrave area for a jolly and well-earned lunch. The Ingrave and Shenfield
teams ‘spliced’ together at The Green Man, whilst the North Ockendon team ‘plain hunted’ up the
road to The Olde Dog. Suitably fed and watered we all returned to Ingrave for the afternoon draw.
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Teams dispersed again, with some people drawn to ring at the same tower as in the morning. But
again, three good performances were rung with Sam Beech conducting his first quarter peal and
Sarah and Emily trebling to multi methods - a new experience for them.
Shenfield, 40 mins
1260 Doubles (4m)
300 of St Martin's, 240 of St
Simon's, 360 each of Plain Bob,
Grandsire
Sarah Robbins
Stephen Nash (C)
William Beech
Penny Sloman
David Sloman

North Ockendon, 44 mins
1260 Doubles (4m)
240 each of St Simon's, St
Martin's, 360 of Grandsire, 420
of Plain Bob
Emily Willson
Alwyn Brock
Stephen Halliwell
Mark Robbins
John Harpole (C)
Trevor Church
Compliment to Jean Brock,
mother-in-law of 2, for her 90th
birthday.

Ingrave
1260 Plain Bob Doubles
Emily Brooks
Julia Taylor
Paul Cammiade
Samuel Beech (C)
Nigel Taylor
Clare Beech
First as Conductor.

Our achievements were soon posted on our Facebook page to let us all know that we were
successful and that a clean sweep of 6 out of 6 quarters had been scored. We even had a hashtag
created earlier in the day - #quarterpealdaywithadifference
To round off the day we returned to Ingrave for tea and cake, a chat, a woohoo! and a group photo.
My thanks to everyone involved for making the day enjoyable and successful. It was a great day and
great to see so many younger ringers taking part and achieving. Many thanks to the towers for
allowing us to ring; to the conductors for taking charge; for those who provided cake; and to Jackie
and Liz at Ingrave for opening up, providing the cups of tea and coffee and for allowing us to use
Ingrave as our base for the day.
See you next year perhaps!

Shenfield in the morning

North Ockendon after lunch

Andrew Beech

Shenfield after lunch

Ingrave after lunch

The afternoon quarter peal ringers
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Congratulations!
Simon Ward

1st Quarter

Fobbing

7th April

Emily Brooks

1st Inside

Shenfield

21st April

1st Minor

Shenfield

27th April

1st as Conductor

Ingrave

27th April

Samuel Beech

Towers in the Southern District that tolled on Thursday 18th April at the
request of the Arch Bishop of Canterbury in solidarity with the people of
France, following the fire at the cathedral of Notre-Dame, Paris.

South Benfleet

Leigh-on-Sea

Brentwood

Shenfield

Rayleigh

Ingrave

Grays

Fobbing

Downham

Eastwood

The deadline for the next Newsletter is June 30th 2019. Please send all items to me at helenharpole@gmail.com.
Photos are welcome, but should be clear and with permission of all those involved, including the photographer.
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ESSEX ASSOCIATION OF CHANGE RINGERS
SOUTHERN DISTRICT

Minutes of District Meeting at Basildon
Saturday 16th March 2019
Welcome and thanks
The Master, Nigel Taylor, welcomed all present and invited everyone to sign the attendance book. There
were 32 members present including one visitor - Andrew Kelso, the Association Master, from Goldhanger.
The Master thanked the Celebrant the Rev. Shirley Pearce and the organist Dr. Michael Lowe.
The service touch was Grandsire Triples and the ringers were William Beech, Steve Halliwell, John Harpole,
Ian Stockwell, Nigel Taylor (C), John Cousins, Steve Nash, Jim Laken

A moment’s silence was held for two Association members who have recently died: Peter Eves Chelmsford
member, died 4th February, funeral was on 28th February at Galleywood and Donald Heath Romford
member of SW District died 12th February; funeral 26th March at St Edwards Romford at 12 noon.
Thanks were also given to the Basildon band for tea and an amazing cake in the shape of the tower to
celebrate the tower’s 20 year anniversary this month.
The Minutes of previous meeting the Prittlewell Annual District meeting were printed in the March 2019 No
157 newsletter. There are two small amendments one literal and the point that the defibrillator for
Rayleigh had not actually been installed in the ringing room but Tony’s family have said they will
purchase one for the tower (thank you Penny Drayson).
Discussion was had on a point under AOB relating to the percentage of our Association subscription that
used to go to the Bell Restoration Account (BRA) and will now go to the Education fund. This has now been
clarified as follows:
25% of subscriptions which had previously gone to the BRA, from January 2019, this will go to the Education
Fund instead. This will be reviewed annually.
It was noted that any donations can be requested to go to a specific fund. The minutes will be amended and
signed at the next District meeting.
Matters Arising
Follow-up on Cathryn Corn’s Incident Report - this has been forwarded to the Association secretary
for presentation at the October Committee meeting.
In regard to the defibrillator being purchased for Rayleigh, if any other towers want to purchase one let Tony
know as it might be possible to get a discount for more than one machine. John Harpole drew the meeting’s
attention to the fact that defibrillators do have an annual maintenance charge.
Comments were made regarding the use of the Association Education Fund and it was suggested it might be
used to install more simulators (a list of towers with simulators is being compiled by the Education Officer
Richard Wilson). Peter Sloman cautioned that simulators should only be installed where it can be shown that
the towers would put them to regular use as they do at Prittlewell.
John Harpole stated that presently, the use of the education fund was very restricted. He requested that
clarification of the uses of this fund be discussed at the October management meeting. The master stated
that he would undertake to to do this.
Correspondence - no correspondence received.
Election of New Members There was one new ringing member elected to the Southern District:
Philip John Rigby - unattached. Proposed by Brian Meldon Canewdon, seconded by Peter Knight
of Eastwood, spoken for by David Sloman.
There was one new junior ringing member elected to the Southern District:
Luke Catton from Shenfield. Proposed by Beth Johnson, Seconded by Raymond Jones
There were no Non Resident Members or Friends of the Southern District elected.
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Call change competition rules (current and new proposal attached)
John Harpole spoke in behalf of his new proposal.
a) It would emphasis that competition is for less experienced ringers and towers to get involved
b) It proposes to change the competition from being tower based to band based
c) There is a change to the start signal to avoid confusion when a rope is being tested for length
d) It is suggested that the named changes include Kings and back rounds.
The Master asked that members review the document so that there can be a meaningful vote at the District
Meeting in September. Andrew Beech suggested it would be good for someone to receive and collate
comments prior to the next meeting and the Master thanked Andrew for this suggestion. Please send
comments to the District secretary: bethjohnson6710@gmail.com.
Future Events
Please see updated Diary as circulated with the newsletter.
•

Essex Ringing Course - an appeal for helpers for groups has been received from Hilary Donaghue and
for refreshments from Andrew Brewster. If you can help please let the secretary know so she can
forward your details.

•

Quarter Peal Day - 27th April - the towers are Ingrave, North Ockendon and Shenfield - all six-bell
towers. Participants are now needed (to andrewbeech1@yahoo.co.uk). Please encourage others in
your towers to join the day. More information in the March Newsletter.

•

Association AGM Chelmsford Cathedral - 6th May ringing commences at 9.15am

•

District Outing - 1st June - Nigel needs more experienced ringers to make the day a success. Details will
be circulated when confirmed.

•

Association Striking competition finals are in our District this year on July 13th at Rochford and
Eastwood. Eastwood will host the event. Help will be needed for teas.

•

The next Surprise practice on April 25th will be at Prittlewell where it is hoped that some Royal might be
rung but there will also be Surprise Major for those who want to ring on eight.

Apologies for Absence were received from 18 members.

Any Other Business
In the competition to name the tower outlines produced by Helen Harpole two teams (Theo and Ryan’s team
and the Prittlewell team) got only one wrong; after a draw Theo and Ryan’s team were named final winners.
Beth Johnson (Shenfield) told the meeting that Alex Burghart MP for Brentwood and Ongar asked the
following question in the house ‘What steps the Church of England is taking to support bell ringing in its
churches?’ Beth contacted Alex Burghart to invite him to a ringing session which his secretary has accepted,
a date will be set. Beth is in touch with Emily Ashton to ensure this visit gets maximum PR coverage.
Alison Nash stated that she felt any papers that were to be produced for the meeting should be forwarded to
the Committee members and circulated by the secretary.
Service Collection raised £79.20
Tea money raised £41.50 giving a total £120.70
The meeting closed at 7.10pm
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